bluetooth hands-free units
Seecode – the innovation company

SeecodeWheel

The Safe One
The fourth element at free speaking, SeecodeWheel, the hands
free car kit in the steering wheel. Extraordinary and extravagant.
Perfect design, optimum position, fastest handling and and
crystal clear sound, the SeecodeWheel shows new dimensions.
Installation in a few seconds, high power battery for long conversation time, multiline display and the ergonomic perfectly
placed operating elements characterize the SeecodeWheel.
Use your hands-free car kit without taking the hands from
the steering wheel, because:
Safe is safe

VOSSOR PhoneBook

The Invisible One
The Vosser Phone Book is the perfect Bluetooth handsfree car
solution, blending seamlessly in to your car. It’s quick and easy to install,
taking only a few seconds to clip over the existing mirror and connect.
The display, microphone, speaker and operating buttons are all fully
integrated and ideally located at face level and in the line of sight.
More importantly, from a safety perspective, looking in the mirror is
something you do as part of everyday driving.
The Vosser Phone Book has a great specification with the ability to
link to your mobile phone book, showing the name of your contact
in the display.
This allows you to scroll through your phone book and make calls
from the mirror without touching your phone.

SeecodeVision

The Flexible One
The gooseneck and air vent holder provide ergonomic and
flexible mounting in nearly any position. They provide a
clear view, in close range of the driver, which can be easily
adjusted for the comfort of the individual. The large keyboard
allows quick and easy handling of calls, useful for those
whose fingers are not so nimble. The crystal clear display is
linked to your mobile phone book and shows the name or number of the person calling.

SeecodeTube

The Clever One
Whether the sun is shining or clouds are in the sky, the
position of the sun visor doesn't matter, the SeecodeTube
is always in the right position. Its clever design allows you
to switch its position without re-moving it from the sun
visor whilst maintaining a clear view and perfect alignment
of the display, microphone and loudspeaker. Despite its
small size, the SeecodeTube has a great specification,
including phone book recognition.

© Seecode

The quality of design, electronic development and engineering ‘made in Germany’ is well known and installed within
the philosophy of the company. Seecode specialises in Bluetooth handsfree car kits and its success speaks for itself.
The combination of a dynamic team, creative design and
professional production guarantees a quality product for
successful distribution and retail.
Seecode is a great brand in its own right, but we will
consider OEM and ODM requirements.
Seecode is the right choice, a partner you can trust.
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Technische Änderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten.

Seecode are one of the most innovative and forward
thinking Bluetooth manufacturers.
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